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Padlocks

Size, 2j inches

Made of Bronze Throughout

Xo. Packed One-Half Dozen in a Box
List

per Doz.

47 Bronze, Four Tumblers, Two Flat German-Silver
Keys, with Chain and Key Hole Cover.

Same as above, except without Chain or Key
Hole Cover.

48

Kev Blank Xo. 59 for above locks.

We recommend the style of padlock described above to be a first-

class guardian for doors where security is of prime importance. It is

intended to withstand the malicious and accidental injuries which fre-

quently fall to the lot of the padlock, also to be perfectly free from harm
through rust or corrosive influences; with this end in view, it is constructed

of bronze throughout, the tumbler springs are of high-grade phosphor-

bronze, and the hea\y spring which throws the hasp is of hard-rolled

German-Silver.

It has a large number of changes and can be Master Keyed, which at

once commends itself to those desiring a number of locks set up in this

manner.

Keys cannot be duplicated by the numbers.

About one thousand changes.

By special adaptation of tumblers, can be Master Keyed to the extent

of seventy-five changes. By adding another tumbler can be increased to

one hundred and fifty changes. See page 9.

Weight—9 lbs. per dozen. Xo. 47.

—8 " " " " 48.
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No. 47

No. 48

Interior View

PADLOCKS
Cuts Actual Size
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84 PADLOCKS
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Padlocks
Bronze

Packed One-Half Dozen in a Box Size
List

per Doz.

117 I

Plain Finish, Three Tumblers, Two Flat

I

German-Silver Keys

1173^ Same as above, except has long hasp
opening

123 Same as above, except has regular hasp

129 Same as above
One hundred changes.

2-inch

2-inch

If-inch

1^-inch

135
I

Plain Finish, Two Tumblers, Two Flat

!
German-Silver Keys .... l|-inch

1353^ Same as above, except has long hasp

I

opening Ij-inch

I
Twelve changes.

With Chain

No. Packed One-Half Dozen in a Box Size
List

per Doz.

0117
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No. 123 No. 129

PADLOCKS
Cuts Actual Size

No. 0117
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This Lock
serves other use-

ful purposes, one

of which is the

Traveler's Safe

Guard; it can be

used as a bag-

gage guard by

simply passing

the chain
through handles

of your bags,
locking several

pieces together,

or locking them
to arm of your

car or station

seat.

Packed one-half dozen in a box

Safe Guard Lock with 25-inch Chain.

Safe Guard Lock with 40-inch Chain

Key Blank No. 84 for above locks.

I List
per doz.

These Locks are furnished with two Keys each, and with either 2o-inch

or 40-inch chains as specified.

The 40-inch Chain used for locking two spare tires on car.

Cast Bronze Lock, Steel Chain, Lock and Chain Nickel Plated.

Three tumblers.
Keys can be duplicated by the numbers.
^Yeight—7 lbs. per dozen 25-inch.

" —8 " " " 40-inch.
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"Safe Guard'

For Safeguarding Robes and Coats Tire Protection

Robes, coats, etc., are stolen from cars
simply because they are not properly
guarded. It is not to be expected that the
owner can take robes, coats, and whatever
else may be in the car, each time he has
occasion to leave the car; but he can guard
against possible theft by simply securing
same with the Safe Guard Lock.

Easy to put on, takes but a few seconds,
locking at any link of the case-hardened
chain, won't tear or wear the articles se-

cured. Relieve your mind from worry and
responsibility.

Perhaps nothing appeals more to the auto

thief than your tires. Why? Because they

will net him more and are more readily

disposed of than any other article he may

take.

Protect your tires with the Safe Guard

Lock. Fits any place, needs no extra equip-

ment, and can be used any place. Save

time, trouble and money by using this lock.
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